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TAMPA, Mar 24, 2005 (BUSINESS WIRE) −− SkyMinder's choice of credit information
has been enhanced once again thanks to the addition of seven further information
providers now offering their Freshly Investigated content via www.skyminder.com.
International credit and business information provider SkyMinder, provides
online reports on over 50 million companies worldwide, with the aim of offering
clients with reports from locally−based sources assuring up−to−date information.
The new sources, covering the following areas, are:
−− SINOTRUST Business Information & Consulting Ltd − provides credit information
on Chinese companies using sources including government statistics, business
registry, bankers and courts
−− UC AB − offers credit & commercial reports on all 700,000 enterprises
registered in Sweden
−− Coface EuroDB − covers 880,000 Belgian companies sourcing data from official
sources such as the Annexes of the Belgian Gazette, VAT details, the National
Bank of Belgium and the Belgian National Social Security Office
−− Coface Intercredit − offers reports on 4.8 million companies in Slovenia,
Slovakia, Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, Croatia, Romania and Bulgaria,
including a credit rating, payment behavior analysis and a credit
recommendation.
−− Cristal Credit − covers over 15 million companies based in North and South
America, French speaking N. African countries as well as Caribbean islands
−− Coface MOPE − a database on more than 1,800,000 Portugese companies compiles
reports including commercial and financial information and a default probability
evaluation
−− RIME Information Bureau Ltd − provides credit reports on companies based in
Kuwait, Bahrain, Saudi Arabia, Iran, Iraq, Oman, Qatar, United Arab Emirates,
Yemen, Kazakhstan, Yugoslavia, Macedonia, Algeria, Cyprus, Egypt, Morocco,
Tunisia, Libya.
"Locally−based information providers are the focus of SkyMinder's content
enhancement program," says Silvia Cappelli, SkyMinder's Manager. "Our customers
have the choice of downloading Credit Reports directly from our online database
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if the info is needed urgently or they can order Freshly Investigated Credit
Reports from our local providers if they are looking for freshly compiled
reports. We believe that this choice is important to satisfy all our customers'
needs."
About CRIBIS
CRIBIS is one of the most advanced international organizations specializing in
the design, development and management of decision support systems and supplies
integrated systems for business & commercial information and credit & marketing
management.
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